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What is your vision for the Science curriculum?
To stir curiosity about how things work and entrench the scientific method, which all pupils
can use for the betterment of their lives and those of their community

What is ambitious about the Science curriculum?
● We strive for the highest grades for all of our pupils
● We teach the same content to all pupils albeit more depth to those who are able to

work faster
● Our triple science intake has grown steadily and the proportion of pupils sitting for

higher tier continues to grow

How does Science teach pupils “the best knowledge we have”?
Science is constantly evolving. However the core concepts are largely unchanged. In our
department’s and trust’s CPD, we keep up with evolving knowledge. Our trust resources
are carefully selected and prepared by the very best of practitioners among us. Teachers
constantly feedback on resources resulting in continual improvement. We have a very solid
system of retrieval practice that ensures that pupils consolidate knowledge taught.

What is the core entitlement for all pupils who study Science at KS3?

Unit What will pupils
study?

What will pupils learn?

Year 7
Autumn
term

MRS GREN
Classification
Particles
Forces

Characterics of living things, grouping organisms into
kingdoms. Substances are made of particles.
Standard International units. Effects of forces &
representing forces

Year 7
Spring term

Ecology
Periodic Table
Newton’s laws

Species live interdependently with each other and
their environment. Matter is organised into elements
with similar properties. Laws of physics govern how
things work.

Year 7
Summer

Biodiversity
Physical

It is important that we preserve the environment and
other species. Matter has different properties and



term properties
Energy transfers

knowledge of these properties allows us to use them
wisely. Energy is the ability to do work and it exists in
many different forms.

Year 8
Autumn
term

Bones and
muscles
Chemical formula
Energy transfer

Skeleton is a frame which supports the body.
Together with muscles and joints, the skeleton
produces movement. When chemicals combine to
form new substances we can represent this using
symbols. Energy is that which allows us to do work.
Energy exists in different forms. One form of energy
can be transferred into another. We need to use
energy carefully in order to avoid waste and preserve
the environment

Year 8
Spring term

Development &
diet
Cells & variation
Chemical
reactions
Waves - light &
colour

Our bodies require nutrients in order to develop.
There are seven main nutrients and a balanced diet
consists of all nutrients in the right quantities. A lack
of nutrients or too much of certain nutrients lead to
diseases. Cells are the building blocks of life, they
contain genetic material which determines all physical
and chemical characteristics of organisms. In
chemistry we can show how new substances are
formed using chemical reactions and symbols. Light
and sound energies are transferred as waves. Visible
light travelling at different wavelengths have different
colours

Year 8
Summer
term

Cellular
transport,
specialised cells
Metals &
polymers
Electricity &
magnetism

Cells require resources for metabolism, these are
transported by blood and diffuse from cell to cell. All
cells have the same genetic information but genes
switch on and off to allow cells to do specific jobs. In
our daily lives we use many different materials.
Materials are used for specific jobs depending on the
properties of the substance. Metals and polymers are
important raw materials. Electricity is an important
energy source. Magnets are used in producing
electricity

Year 9
Autumn
term

Working
scientifically
Key concepts of
biology
Key concepts of
chemistry
Electricity and
magnetism

Pupils will learn about how to carry out scientific
investigations to produce fair and valid results.
Scientists use other scientists/peers to cross check
and confirm their findings. Pupils will go over all the
biology and chemistry key concepts taught in KS3
that are important for KS4.



Year 9
Spring term

Cell biology
Periodic Table
Separating
mixtures
Key concepts of
physics

Pupils will go over all the physics key concepts taught
in KS3 that are important for KS4. Cell biology and
the periodic table is the start of KS4 work

Year 9
Summer
term

Organisation
Bioenergetics
Bonding &
structure
Forces & motion

GCSE work.

How have you ensured the Science curriculum is sequenced to build knowledge and/or
skills over time?
In trust CPD sessions the whole body of science teachers worked on sequencing
knowledge in all three science subjects. In our CLs meetings we are always reviewing our
curriculum. In addition in the department we have further sequenced KS4 work to suit our
local needs. The core knowledge we teach at KS3 is fundamental, very streamlined, and we
teach it thoroughly.

How does the Science curriculum take pupils beyond their everyday experience?
In Science pupils learn about their bodies, health, and diet. Pupils learn about what things
are made of, how substances behave and how things work. We teach about how
knowledge evolves and how pupils can take part in developing new knowledge.

How have you ensured that the Science curriculum is broad and balanced?
The science curriculum is a modification of the national curriculum developed by the trust
Science CLs network. It is very broad.

How does the Science curriculum help pupils to participate in future study or
employment?
Science curriculum leads to more career opportunities than all other subjects combined. In
science teaching we are constantly linking topics taught to relevant careers and personal
development. Science answers questions about the world around us and how things work.
It creates intrigue and desire to explore further knowledge



How does the Science curriculum enable pupils to participate in the wider cultural,
social or political conversations of society?
In science we raise questions about origins of life and evolution of species. We teach pupils
how to present their arguments to support ethical consideration e.g. organ donation, IVF
and cloning. We teach about technological developments and possibilities for the future. Of
greater relevance today we teach about the problems of global warming, climate change,
dwindling biodiversity and suggest solutions in terms of sustainability, alternative sources
of energy and reducing carbon footprint.

How does the Science curriculum promote reading and disciplinary literacy?
In our KS3 curriculum, all lessons have quiet reading time. We have high quality resources
prepared in a format that is reader friendly. Our pupils find them useful. We pay attention to
tier 1,2 & 3 words.

Who is the Science SSL?
Tim Mullis

How do the central education team contribute to curriculum development at GYCA?
The science CLs network led by our SSL works really well together refining our curriculum
and pedagogy. We share the latest developments in research and practice. In trust CPD
sessions the whole body of science teachers worked on sequencing knowledge in all three
science subjects. In our CLs meetings we are always reviewing our curriculum.


